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Manufacturer name(1): GORENJE gospodinjski aparati, d.o.o. 

Manufacturer Address: 
 

Partizanska cesta 12, 3320 Velenje 
Slovenia 

Telephone: +386 3 899 1000 

Production location Address:  
(1): Company who is responsible of the manufacturing of the products. Importing or exporting companies cannot sign this declaration. 
(2): Production location name, if difference than the manufacturer. 

 

Signatory of this document declares that: 

1. Products: 
 Certified product Not certified product 

Designation of the product Hob Induction hob 

Reference / Type number / Model number   BIXBX-XX     BI6BD-T0;  IT646ORAW 

Trademark, manufacturer name Gorenje Gorenje 

Ratings / Features   220-240 V or. 380/415 2N/  50/60 Hz/  7400W 220-240 V;  50/60 Hz;  7.360 W 

Other detail or comments            

 

are (tick the appropriate case): 

 

 Strictly identical in design (shape, openings…), features, components, materials, manufacturing process, markings 
(except product reference - Brand name/Trademark as specified in this document). Other differences are not 
allowed and will be rejected. 

 

 Similar and have very minor differences (listed in table below and detailed with photos) that cannot affect the 
conformity of the product (please detail in Annex A): 

Details of all the differences 
from the certified product: 

  

Additional documents (list of components/risk analysis/contents differences, drawings) shall be provided if necessary. 

 

and have the same level of conformity according to the certificate(s) already provided and hereafter identified: 
Type of certificate 

CB certificate, third party test report, Approval, GS certificate… Certificate number Test report number 

EMC certificate and report C251-0113/18 T251-0701/18 
T251-0699/18 

CB certificate and report SI-6792 T211-0585/18 

2. The different reference/Trademark is needed for the following reason: 
  

3. The new brand name is the property of my company or of the exporting/importing company. 

4. Photos of overviews, markings, details of the differences (if any) and overviews of the inside (if possible) are 
provided for both products (certified and non-certified) with this declaration. 

 
Date: 06.03.2019 

Name(3): RUDOLF MITJA 

Title(3): R&D Competence Centre Director 

Signature and stamp of the 
company: 

 
(3): Shall be someone from the manufacturer, responsible of the products conformity: CEO, Technical manager, quality director, certification manager… (Sales, 
marketing people not allowed signing such document).  
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